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Medieval Fabrications
Dress, Textiles, Clothwork, and Other Cultural Imaginings

Edited by E. Jane Burns
than whole garments that necessarily would have remained frozen in time as rare and exotic souvenirs of a journey, these textiles and costume details served a transformative function, repositioning the European aristocracy and clergy visually at the nexus of an important cultural crossing with the East. After the mid-twelfth century, what Europeans perceived as the misfortunes of the Second and Third Crusades, greater availability of exotic goods in the Fairs of Champagne and Brie, and the fragile associations of the elite with the luxuries of the Holy Land faded, and fashions in courtly clothing shifted away from imported Islamic goods, a shift reflected in sculpture as well.

Almería Silk and the French Feudal Imaginary

Toward a "Material" History of the Medieval Mediterranean

Sharon Kinoshita

Just after their marriage, Chrétien de Troyes's protagonists Erec and Enide lead a procession to church, where Erec donates 60 silver marks and a gold crucifix containing a piece of the True Cross once belonging to Emperor Constantine. Enide then approaches the altar, prays for the birth of an heir, and makes her offering:

Puis a ofert desor l'autel
un paule vert, nus ne vit tel,
et une grant chauble ovree;
tote a fin or estoit brosdee,
et ce fu veritez provee
que l'oevre an flat Morgue la fee
el Val Perilleus, ou estoit;
In medieval French epic and romance, Almerian silks—and indeed silks in general—were synonymous with luxury. Both the beautiful Saracen princess Nubie in La Prise de Cordres et de Séville and the countess of Vermandois in Raoul de Cambrai wear a “mantel d’Aumarie”—the latter giving hers away as a reward to a messenger who brings her good news; “paile d’Aumarie” is used for the banners borne into battle by Guielin (l. 1368) and by King Louis of France in Le Siège de Barbaste; and “soies d’Aumarie” festoon the streets of Saint-Quentin to welcome home the countess of Vermandois’s long-lost son. In the scene quoted above, Enide’s pious donation illustrates the historical practice of converting silks “used for secular purposes in the first instance” to liturgical use, even as the chasuble’s fabulous history attests to the sense of wonder produced by such soies d’Aumarie.

In Old French literature, E. Jane Burns writes, costly foreign fabrics are “visual maps” pointing to sites that provided the sumptuous goods that marked “elite social status.” In this essay, I take the fascination Almerian silks exerted on the feudal imaginary as a point of entry into material histories of interconfessional contact and exchange in the medieval Mediterranean. For unlike Byzantine silks, the soies d’Aumarie found in church treasuries and noble wardrobes throughout the West had to cross a religious and cultural divide between Latin Europe and the Islamic world. In recent years, medieval historians, art historians, and literary critics have elucidated the complexity of Christian, Muslim, and Jewish interactions in the high middle ages. Yet the perception of a Latin Europe arrayed in perpetual conflict against the Muslim world has had a long-half life, particularly in work focused on Christian (mis)representations of Islam. It is true, as recent studies usefully remind us, that in the middle ages religion, not race, functioned as a primary marker of identity and difference. Yet this distinction itself runs the risk of being too quickly reified into the optic through which to view the totality of medieval history. The treasured place accorded silks like Enide’s in vernacular French culture squares poorly with the assumption that medieval Christian-Muslim relations during this age of crusades were exclusively, or even predominantly, conflictual. Following the routes that brought soie d’Aumarie to Latin Europe allows us to reimagine the denizens of the medieval Mediterranean not (only) as Christians and Muslims, but as kings, courtiers, diplomats, mercenaries, and merchants, whose experiences, travels, and affinities often crossed confessional lines. Once we relinquish the a priori assumption of a civilizational standoff, there emerges a multifaceted history of interaction and exchange.
Sericulture was introduced to the Iberian peninsula sometime after the Muslim conquest of the early eighth century. Under the Umayyads, Córdoba was the center of Andalusian production. As in other production centers around the Mediterranean and in the Near East, the best silks were produced in strictly controlled palace workshops for use in elaborate court rituals, or to be distributed as diplomatic gifts and ceremonial robes of honor. Soon, however, commercial workshops began producing silks in a wide range of qualities for more general sale and consumption. By the tenth century, Andalusian silks were being exported to Fatimid Egypt, where they figured among the gifts the caliphs bestowed on their retainers. After the fall of the Caliphate (1031), the lead in silk production passed from Córdoba to Almería, a flourishing commercial and industrial center on the southeastern coast of the Iberian peninsula. Under the Almoravids, 800 factories were turning out fabrics of diverse and distinctive designs, some imitated from well-known eastern centers like Isfahan, Jurján, and Baghdad. A purple silk popular with French merchants appears in the “bliaut de porpre d’Aumarie” worn by the epic heroine in Aye d’Avignon, and perhaps in the “porpre noir” worn by the warrior queen Camille in the Roman d’Enées. Among the best-known soie d’Aumarie were the patterned silks, decorated with rows of roundels, called *pallia rotata* in Latin and *paisle roê* in vernacular French. Inside the roundels were human figures, like the mounted falconer on the shroud of Saint Lazarus and the chasuble of Saint Thomas Becket, or the mirror-image pairs of confronted (face-to-face) or addorsed (back-to-back) animals, often separated by a stylized tree of life: peacocks (on the lampas weave silk found with the relics of Saint Cuthbert at Durham), lions (on the chasuble of San Juan de Ortega), lions and harpies (on the shroud of San Pedro de Osma), and griffins (on a silk wrapped around the relics of Santa Librada at Siguenza). The colors are typically “dull orange-red for the decoration, with green or blue on an ivory ground,” highlighted by touches of gold. Many of the silks bore Arabic inscriptions in stylized Kufic script, repeating words like “prosperity” (on the “Lion Strangler”) or “perfect blessing” (on the cope of Robert of Anjou).13

As these examples indicate, most of the Almerian silks we possess today survived as ecclesiastical garments or as wrappings for the relics of saints. One such piece, particularly relevant to the passage from Chrétien de Troyes which opened this essay, is the chasuble of Saint Edmund Rich from the abbey of Saint Jacques in Provins. A green lampas decorated with addorsed parrots, it is, like Enide’s first offering, “un paisle vert” (2354); like her second, it is made of soie d’Aumarie. The roundel is adorned with the words “Glory to God” in stylized Arabic script. Such inscriptions, so frequently found on Andalusian silks, evoke the incongruous spectacle of “clergymen and crusaders” arrayed in “glowing ceremonial garments, where the praise of Allah was embroi-
dered in the ‘tiraz’ (decorative silk bands), in words luckily unintelligible to most of the bearers of such a cloth.”16

What would such silks have meant to a contemporary audience? The display of silks acquired as spoils of war may have served to proclaim the triumph of the victors over the vanquished. But in medieval Iberia, “religious ideology did not control all aspects of cultural interaction” and, as art historian Jerrilyn Dodds underscores, “the complex interre-
lations and tensions” between Christians and Muslims are part of what made the arts of this period “rich and original.” In this period, the frontier between the Christian kingdoms and al-Andalus was less a “hard-and-fast line between opposed camps” than a “permeable zone” crossed by soldiers of fortune, political exiles, high-ranking churchmen, merchants, and eccentric monks. Political dealings between Christians and Muslims were regulated by “a degree of mutual restraint” marked by treaties and shifting alliances. The most famous example was “the Cid”—Rodrigo Diaz de Vivar, the Castilian exile who served the Muslim king of Zaragoza before conquering the kingdom of Valencia for himself. But such cross-confessional alliances were not unusual in the history of medieval Iberia, where commonalities of rank and self-interest could supersede religious difference. The armies responsible for the Córdoban general al-Mansur’s devastating raids on the Christian kingdoms of Iberia, for example, included “numerous Christians who were well
treated and permitted to celebrate their festivals even on campaign,” and who, like their Muslim counterparts, received fine pieces of *tiraz* (decorative silk bands) and other silks as their reward.20

Such cross-confessional connections and entanglements are well-known to scholars of medieval Iberia and the Mediterranean. However, for the majority of Anglo-American medievalists focused on the more northerly cultures of England, Germany, or France, these complications remain hidden in plain sight: vaguely known but rarely assimilated, obscured by our own modern disciplinary divides.21 Yet northern adventurers like Ébles de Roucy and Rotrou de Perche who crossed the Pyrenees entered a world in which both Christian and Muslim rulers managed their affairs with a political pragmatism at odds with the emerging discourse of crusades, and in which Mediterranean silks served less frequently as trophies of Christian victories over Islam than as signifiers of power, luxury, and prestige.22 Their Islamic origins notwithstanding, Andalusian silks figured among “the finest material in which holy Christian relics could be wrapped.”23 At Durham, the remains of the Anglo-Saxon Saint Cuthbert were enveloped in a purple silk brocade embroidered, in Arabic, with the first half of the Muslim profession of faith, together with Byzantine silks probably originally transported to the West as a diplomatic gift.24 In church treasuries throughout the Latin West, the apparently indiscriminate mixing of Muslim and Byzantine silks suggests that possession of *soies d’Aumarie* signified, not Christian triumphalism, but the highest opulence—as in the *Roman d’Entés*, where Camille’s tomb is adorned with Almerian along with purple Caffan silk, the feathers of a magical bird, and a sable edged with imperial (Byzantine) purple (ll. 7365-7724).

In the *Roman d’Entés*, the magical agency of the “Ill. faeës serours” [three fairy sisters] to whom the golden embroidery on Camille’s purple dress is attributed—like the “grant antante” (I. 2360) Morgan la Fay had invested in embroidering the silk for her lover—bespeaks a desire to mystify the origins of *soies d’Aumarie*.25 Yet by the second half of the twelfth century, Almeria had clearly established its hold on the French imaginary. In *La Prise d’Orange*, the architectural marvels of Orable’s tower Gloriette are attributed to Gneifagne d’Aumarie, “Uns Sarrazins de mout tres grant voidie” [a Saracen of very great skill] (1162-1163).26 And in Chrétien de Troyes’s *Cligés* (ca. 1180), the protagonist’s encounter with his beloved Fénice is recounted in the following terms: “S’or fust Cligés dus d’Aumarie, / Ou de Marroc, ou de Tudele, / Ne prisast il une cenele / Avers la joie que il a” [had he been duke of Almeria, of Morocco, or Tudela, he wouldn’t have given a cenele against his present bliss].27 In the eyes of this half-Byzantine, half-Arthurian prince, the silks of the Muslim Mediterranean are the ultimate value against which his love’s worth can be measured.

II

Both Almeria and the silks it produced belonged to the larger “Mediterranean society” reconstructed in such remarkable detail by historian S. D. Goitein from the accidental archive of the Cairo Geniza.28 In the eleventh and twelfth centuries, the Mediterranean was a space of “relatively free trade” pervaded by “a spirit of tolerance and liberalism.” On both its northern and southern shores, the activity of “a vigorous merchant class . . . created an atmosphere of unity despite the constant wars and political upheavals.” Journeys—even regular seasonal commutes—from Almeria to Alexandria or from Marseilles to the Levant were a common experience. From Tunisia to Egypt, Latin Europeans came to buy pepper, cinnamon, ginger, brazilwood, alum, flax, indigo, and other commodities in numbers great enough to affect market prices.29 In this medieval Mediterranean, textiles were the major commodity and the major industry, with silk the most important of all. Geniza records document at least 12 different varieties, distinguished by quality, technique, and place of origin. Bundled into ten-pound units, a standard grade silk (whose price remained stable ca. 1030-1150) was used like cash: as payment for debts incurred in the India trade, as stipends to needy relatives, and as capital investments; “everyone, in addition to his substantial business, dabbled in silk.” Goitein adds: “To conclude from their writings, the Geniza people must have devoted a considerable part of their lives to discussing which kind of silk to choose for which garment and for which occasion.”30
At elite levels, fine silks played a symbolically central role in political culture. In the early Islamic period, tributes were frequently paid in fabrics and clothing.

At court luxurious textiles and dress displayed the authority, prosperity and prestige of the regime, and so were frequently sent as diplomatic gifts between rulers. Instead of handing out medals in recognition of service, the ruler generally bestowed gifts of clothing (kisil'a), whose value depended on the status of the recipient. Supporters of the regime were expected to wear a certain colour or item of dress, and neglect or refusal to do so signified withdrawal of allegiance.31

In Latin Europe, the prestige attached to gifts of fine silks had been set in the early middle ages by the ceremonial robes Byzantine emperors sent to the barbarian kings of the West.32 In medieval Iberia, such gifts were used to cement cross-confessional alliances.33 And in the literary imagination, the distribution of silk was figured as part of a tributary economy of munificent excess, as in the Roman d’Alexandre (ca. 1180), where “pailles d’Aumarie” and “siglatons d’Espagne” (162) figure among the Antiochene diapers, Byzantine samites, Russian furs, Arabian horses, Syrian mules, and Hungarian palfreys that Alexander’s mother Olympias distributes to her favorites.34

From the tenth through twelfth centuries, silks and other luxury objects—carved ivory panels and caskets, nielloed boxes, bronze zoomorphic statues, rock crystal vases—circulated around the Mediterranean in what art historian Oleg Grabar has called a “shared culture of objects.”35 As art historian Eva Hoffman explains:

The Fatimids, Byzantines, Normans and Umayyads in Spain flourished and competed in close proximity around the Mediterranean. Each sponsored its own impressive literary, scientific, artistic and commercial centres, and no single power dominated the others. The energetic competition between these powers sometimes took the form of military conflict but for the most part the rivalry was played out through commerce and diplomacy. The constant traffic of people and goods, at court level through gifts and at

The motifs characterizing this shared culture of objects were already old in the eleventh century. The circular designs giving pallia rotata their name appear ca. 700 on silks from Baghdad, Iran, Alexandria, and Byzantium.37 The figures they contain are even older, derived from the ancient Near East, transmitted through Alexander’s empire and its successor states to Byzantium and Sassanian Persia, and disseminated by the spread of Islam in the seventh and eighth centuries. The mirror-imaged animals flanking a tree of life, for example, derive from ancient Mesopotamia, while the “lion strangler” on the dalmatic of San Bernardo Calvó has been identified as Gilgamesh.38 Images of the princely life (like the falconer on the Saint Lazarus and Thomas Becket silks) were first articulated as a cycle under the Umayyad caliphs of Baghdad. They came to constitute a “vast koiné of artistic themes,” an international style whose courtly motifs could cross confessional boundaries in ways whose iconography could not.39 Portable treasures like ivory boxes, rock crystal vases, metal statuettes, lusterware ceramics, and, of course, fine silks circulated from one end of the Mediterranean to the other, spreading techniques and designs so freely as to render modern attempts to identify the provenance of any particular object difficult, if not irrelevant.40 Around the Mediterranean, the “patronage and the possession” of such objects became a “sign of sovereignty.”41 Highly susceptible of imitation and appropriation, these portable treasures became emblematic of the princely life they both enabled and depicted.

In this perspective, it is not hard to imagine that for the feudal princes of Latin Europe, to possess and display Almerian silks was to share in the wealth and sophistication of the Mediterranean cultures that produced them. By the twelfth century, the power exerted by the ceremonial culture of the Mediterranean may be gauged by the central role it played in the foundation of the Norman kingdom of Sicily. When the upstart count Roger II assumed the title of king in 1130, he adopted an iconography not from the Capetian or Ottonian north but from the ceremonial courts of Constantinople and Cairo. His strategic appropri-
ation of Mediterranean forms is exemplified in the Palatine Chapel of his palace at Palermo, where walls decorated with Byzantine-style mosaics depicting Christian scenes are covered by a *muqarnas* ceiling painted with dancers and musicians drawn from the repertoire of images characterizing Grabar’s “shared culture of objects.”42 Nothing better illustrates Roger’s appeal to these Mediterranean forms than his coronation mantle, a large semicircle of red silk studded with pearls and cloisonné enamel. The center of the cloak was marked by a large, stylized palm tree, embroidered in gold. On either side are mirror images of a lion attacking a camel, combining the motif of symmetrically disposed animals we have earlier seen on *soies d’Aumarie* with a second motif, also drawn from the shared culture of objects, of one animal dominating another. An Arabic inscription around the border of the mantle proclaims it was made in the year 528 (1133-1134) in the workshop of the lung’s palace in Palermo; the workshop is described as filled with “joy, honor, good fortune, perfection, long life, profit, good welcome, prosperity, splendor, glory,” and other exemplary qualities. Like the magnificent Cappella Palatina, the mantle proclaims the king’s majesty in a visual language of power legible across the Mediterranean,43

In our civilizational histories of the medieval West, emphasis typically falls on England, France, and the German Empire, relegating Christian Iberia and Norman Sicily to the margins of Latin Europe.44 Yet in the twelfth century, as Robert Bartlett has shown, the culture of “Europe” was still very much under construction.45 The example of Roger II suggests an alternate mapping which casts western Europe itself as peripheral to the “shared culture” of the medieval Mediterranean.46 In this conceptual reterritorialization, the Iberian peninsula and Norman Sicily—marginalized precisely because their political, social, and cultural hybridity squares so poorly with the genealogy of the modern nation-state—may be recoded as the Latin West’s privileged points of access to the medieval Mediterranean.47

This turn of the geopolitical lens brings us back to Goitein’s Geniza world of long distance trade routes traversed by merchants of all confessions, where letters sent from Almería to Alexandria cost one and a half dirhams.48 This emphasis on trade, traffic, and interaction (rather than on emergent states with their attendant proto-national cultures) brings to the fore a different set of historical actors who—like the Norman Sicilians—otherwise risk disappearing in the disciplinary divides separating medieval Europe from the Islamic world or the proto-national histories of Italy, France, or Spain. Central here are the Genoese, who sailed throughout the Mediterranean, building a maritime empire rivalling that of the Venetians. In the West, Almería was a regular port-of-call in the circuit comprising al-Andalus and the northwest coast of Africa.49 Their policies toward the city opportunistically combined military aggression with a politics of accommodation. In 1137, they joined in Alfonso VII of Castile’s siege and capture of the city, sharing in the immense booty, which included large numbers of women and children subsequently sold on the slave markets of Marseille and Genoa.50 When the Muslims (this time the Almohads) retook Almería in 1157, the Genoese simply reverted to business as usual, renegotiating treaties guaranteeing them access to Islamic Spain and the Maghreb.51 In the second half of the twelfth century, their ships came to dominate trade and transport in the western Mediterranean, carrying (among others) the celebrated Iberian travelers Benjamin of Tudela and Ibn Jubayr on their respective journeys (1160 and ca. 1185) to the East. At the same time, Genoese merchants could be found frequenting the famous trade fairs of Champagne, providing a tangible link between the Muslim Mediterranean, with its Almerian silks, and the northern milieu that was home to Chrétien de Troyes and Guiot de Provins.52

This commercial Mediterranean plied by the Genoese was clearly familiar to the authors of early French romance. In *Floire et Blanchefleur* (ca. 1150), a Spanish Saracen king, working through a bourgeois intermediary “qui de marcié estoit molt sages / et sot parler de mains langages” [who knew a lot about markets and spoke many languages] (424-26), sells the heroine to some Egyptian merchants in exchange for cash, a golden goblet, and an inventory of precious silks.53 In the prose romance *La fille du comte de Pontie* (ca. 1220), a merchant ship sailing from Flanders, “qui
s'en aloit en tere de Sarrasins pour gaangnier” [heading for Saracen lands for profit] (237-38) docks in the port of Almeria. Identifying themselves by neither “nationality” nor religion but by profession—“Marceant somes” [We are merchants]—the sailors secure the sultan’s good will by giving him the daughter of the count of Pontieu as a present, a gesture which evokes the slave trade so central to Mediterranean commerce in general and Genoese commerce in particular.54 Swept into a world where identities prove fluid and negotiable, the count’s daughter abandons her faith and learns fluent “sarrasinois” (l. 286), becoming sultana of Almeria before (re)converting to Christianity and returning, triumphant, to the family and society that had expelled her. Like Blancheflor before her, she is revalued by her transit through the Mediterranean.

Conclusions

Despite common modern assumptions about the age-old enmity between Islam and the “West,” the history of the medieval Mediterranean demonstrates the inadequacy of catch-all terms like “Christian” and “Muslim” to apprehend the political and cultural complexity of the age. In contrast to the simple, static models through which we are tempted to think medieval cultural difference, the traces Islamic silks have left in Christian church treasuries and in vernacular French texts summon forth the necessity for different kinds of historical understanding. The visual paradox of a bishop clad in a chasuble of Almerian silk reveals a complex aesthetic politics that pushes our presuppositions about the Latin middle ages to their limit. Once extricated from histories that privilege the official knowledge of polemical pronouncements over the lived practices of ambivalence and accommodation, soies d’Aumarie invite us to recognize the medieval world’s multiple modalities of contact and exchange. In contrast to the “sheer knitted-together strength” and “redoubtable durability” Edward Said has attributed to Orientalist discourse, the material history of Almerian silk gestures toward the Mediterranean as a site from which to “begin the process of unraveling of civilizational narratives.”55

How Philosophy Matters

Death, Sex, Clothes, and Boethius

Andrea Denny-Brown

Whence the necessity of ‘reopening’ the figures of philosophical discourse...in order to pry out of them what they have borrowed that is feminine, from the feminine, and make them ‘render up’ and give back what they owe the feminine.

—Luce Irigaray, This Sex Which is Not One

The meaning of Boethius’s highly influential allegorical figure of Philosophy in his Consolation of Philosophy has been much discussed. The central linguistic fact is that she represents some form of wisdom or learning: philosophia, from philein, to love; and sophia, wisdom, means ‘the love of wisdom.’ That this wisdom is recorded in her garment also remains unchallenged: Following a distinction made by Boethius himself, the Greek letters Π and Θ on Philosophy’s famous robe are generally understood as symbols of practical and speculative philosophy, the letters for which begin with pi and theta, respectively. Yet the greater connotations of Philosophy’s garment as a material marker have been neglected, in part
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12. For the Durham silk, see Muthesius, Byzantine and Islamic Silk Weaving, pp. 89-93. The other examples are from Cristina Partearroyo, “Almoravid and Almohad Textiles,” in *Al-Andalus: The Art of Islamic Spain*, ed. Jerrilyn D. Dodds (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1992), pp. 106-7 [105-13].
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25. Contrast the notorious Pesme Avanture episode of Chrétiens de Troyes' Le Chevalier au Lion, in which the manufacture of silk is shown to be the work of three hundred exploited captive maidens. Le Chevalier au Lion, ed. Mario Roques (Paris: Champion, 1978), II. 5182-5340.
28. The Geniza was a tower, once common in medieval synagogues, used to store unwanted documents until they could be properly burned. (No writing bearing God's name could be destroyed.) In the late nineteenth century, the geniza in Old Cairo was found to contain, in addition to valuable manuscripts, a huge cache of letters, marriage contracts, bills of divorce, legal deeds, court records, business accounts, wills, inventories, horoscopes, and children's writing exercises, written mostly in Judeo-Arabic, dating from the eleventh and twelfth centuries. From these textual fragments, Goitein has pieced together a world in which Jewish merchants based in Fatimid Egypt maintained networks of trading partners and correspondents stretching from Almeria in the west to the Malabar coast of India in the east. See S. D. Goitein, A Mediterranean Society: The Jewish Communities of the Arab World as Portrayed in the Documents of the Cairo Geniza, 5 vols. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1967-93), 1: 1-16; 2: 159-204; 4: 1-16; 5: 205-7. Specific borrowings from Fatimid Egypt included Roger's royal titulature, palace design, chancery script, and iconographic programs and inscriptions. Long recognized as Arabic, they were assumed to be survivals of earlier Sicilian practices. However, in "The Norman Kings of Sicily and the Fatimid Caliphate," Anglo-Norman Studies 15 (1992): 133-59, Jeremy Johns demonstrates their direct links to contemporary Fatimid forms.
30. Baker, Islamic Textiles, p. 15. On investiture as a "metalanguage" of power with a long genealogy, originating in Asia and widespread throughout the medieval Mediterranean, see the essays collected in Robes and Honor: The Medieval World of Investiture, ed. Stewart Gordon (New York: Palgrave, 2001).
32. Caliph al-Hakam II (961-76) bestowed silks on both Odofo IV of León and Count Borrell I of Barcelona during their respective visits to Córdoba. May Silk Textiles, p. 9.
37. May Silk Textiles, 22; Baker, Islamic Textiles, 39.
38. On Gilgamesh, see Ali Andaab, pp. 320 n.2.
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successor, William I, was married to Margaret of Navarre—cousin of the counts of Perche and Roucy who played so prominent a role in Aragonese politics.


50. The year before, the Genoese had seized Almeria for themselves. However, the exorbitant tribute they imposed had produced uncollectible. Epstein, Genoa, pp. 31-32, 49-51.

51. On the difference the regime change made in Iberian silk production, see Parreåroyo, "Textiles," pp. 109-10.


53. Sharon Kinoshita, "In the Beginning was the Road: Fleure et Blanchelet and the Politics of Translation," Medieval Translator 8 (forthcoming).

54. Compare La Prise de Cordes et de Séville, which shows an Anglo-Norman fleet docking at Córdoba to stock up on "les chiers dras d'Aumairie" and Syrian horses (l. 2185).
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10. By 'body' here, I refer to the material entity identified as Philosophy, understanding that her allocritical status and her lack of fleshly form complicate the term. This is somewhat distinct from my subsequent discussions of her "sartorial body," a phrase I borrow from E. Jane Burns to refer to the combined forces of clothing and body in the construction of identity. My gratitude to Jane Burns for her guidance in refining my terminology. See Burns, Courtey Low Undressed: Reading Through Clothes in Medieval French Culture (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2002), pp. 12-13, 24-26.
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